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But: many open questions about what exactly happens in debt markets before downturns
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Main findings

• Before crises, lenders that are foreign or have low market shares extend credit more aggressively

• Lenders tend to have less experience with the countries and industries they lend to

• This credit disproportionally goes to riskier, smaller firms in the non-tradable sector



My comments

1. Lender characteristics and the likelihood of crises

2. The role of non-bank institutions

3. Interest rate spreads vs. risk premia around crises

4. Words of praise and the way forward
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• Does knowing the lender composition “add value“ to standard prediction models out-of-sample?

Conceptual question

• Is credit by foreign/low market share lenders more cyclical, or more likely source of crises?
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• Makes sense, but non-banks are still interesting, especially from a policy perspective

Some evidence that non-bank lending is particularly cyclical

• Kemp et al. (2018): aggregate cross-country data

• Fleckenstein et al. (2020): syndicated loan data for the US

How do foreign lender and market shares correlate with the share of non-banks?

• My hunch: non-banks important in some episodes (e.g. Asian Financial Crisis)

• Would be nice to see an extension on this
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If anything, loans by foreign lenders have lower spreads before crises

• This is despite the fact they lend more and to riskier borrowers

• Interpretation: lenders do not accurately take into account riskiness of their loan portfolio

But: interest rate spreads ≠ risk premia

• This works against you: borrowers are observably riskier pre-crisis

• Minor suggestion: residualize spreads with regard to borrower risk (~ GZ expected bond premium)

• Might make the negative results stronger, would be a nice finding for this literature
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Expertly done paper on an important topic

• Gut feeling: Why did I not come up with this? 

• Well written, well argued

• Bias: I love this type of research

Paper leaves many obvious questions unanswered (future work?)

• Do other lender characteristics matter, e.g. size, capitalization?

• (How) do borrower characteristics matter independently of lender characteristics?

• How should we think about the composition of borrowers and lenders around crises quantitatively?

• How different are bond markets?



5. Comments for the authors

Empirical specification

• Can you include 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑘 × 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑦 FE? I doubt it makes a difference, but soaks up some worries.

Credit boom definition

• Top quartile of three-year credit/GDP growth, no crisis

• What about alternative definitions? My hunch: the “no crisis“ condition throws out many episodes

• Since you‘re excluding periods without crisis, isn‘t your credit boom variable almost by definition 
the opposite of your pre-crisis variable?

Standard errors

• They‘re very small. Consider double clustering by lender and country or Driscoll-Kraay instead of 
clustering only by lender?
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